
13 February 2021, 11h00 (CET) 
Anamateur @ "Radio X" (Frankfurt Independent Radio Station) 

Within this year's UNESCO World Radio Day 
celebrations, 'Radio X' of Frankfurt will broadcast 
'Beton7 Art Radio' proposal: an hour-long show by 
Anamateur! Songs from all of his jazz musicals will be 
heard — including the brand new "AntiGreece 2021", 
as well as the unfinished, yet, "Anamateros and the 
Sung Weaver". Of course there will also be the usual 
prose... You have to stay really tuned for this one! 

Address: http://www.radiox.de/media/html5-
livestream/livestream.html 

NOTICE: The show will be broadcasted by "Beton7 Art Radio" too later in the day (20h00 (EET), 
address: http://beton7artradio.gr/player_page/player2.html) 
 
24 March 2021, 22h00  
Anamateur @ the National Radio Television (Proto Programma) 
 

Depi Vrettou is brave enough to invite Anamateur to talk about his new jazz musical, 
"AntiGreece 2021", that premières tomorrow night (on Greece's 200th birthday as a sovereign 
(in a matter of speaking...) state). Songs and poems from the musical will be heard loud and 
clear.  
Address: https://radiostreaming.ert.gr/ert-proto 
 
25 March 2021, 21h00  
Ανθελλαδα 2021 @ "Beton7 Art Radio"  
 

After the project's November 2020 avant-
première in Beton7 Art Radio (with host 
Lucas Dimitrellos finding the chance to 
express too his negative feelings about 
Kyriakos Mitsotakis' today Greece), 
Anamateur returns there on the 200th 
birthday of the country's alleged 
independence. For the première 
Anamateur will be accompanied by brave 
accomplices Aggeliki Panagiotopoulou 
(narrations), Georgios Kostopoulos (cb), 
Sera Bellos (dr) and, as a guest, Yiannis 



Kassetas (tsax). Sound: Christos Brito. Poster: Nikolaos Kabasele. Acknowledgements: Lucas 
Dimitrellos, Beton7 Art Radio. 
 

Address: http://beton7artradio.gr/player_page/player2.html 
 
29 July of 2021, 21h00  
Anamateur & the Pros (feat. Morakis/Loutas) INVITING MARTA HUGON @ the Café of the 
Numismatic Museum 
 

Georgios Anamateros, together with his beloved 
accomplices Priamos Morakis and Manos Loutas, invite 
famous in Portugal jazz singer Marta hugon for her 
first-time appearance in Greece. Lisbon is Anamateur's 
artistic birthplace and Marta hasn't only starred in 
Anamateur's first musical, "One doubt arose in the 
mind of a noble vigilante", but she will also star in its 
sequel: "A certainty blossomed in the heart of the 
enlightened tyrant(-ess)", that will be recorded now 
and will be published in 2022. This unique soirée in the 
beautiful space of Panepistimiou str. will include 
beloved jazz standards (of Jobim, Cole Porter, Irving 
Berlin) and originals of both Anamateur and Hugon. 
 
Address: 12 Panepistimiou str., 10671, Athens; tel: 
(+30) 210 3610067. Free entrance. 

 
 
2 & 3 August of 2021, 18h00 
Anamateur recordings @ "Beton7 Art Radio"  
 

Anamateur visits "Beton7 Art Radio" for recordings and Lucas Dimitrellos transmits!  
 

First day of the recordings will be dedicated to "A certaintly blossomed in the heart of the 
enlightened tyrant(-ess)". The songs in which Anamateur's character sings, will be then recorded 
(the songs in which Marta Hugon's character sings will have been recorded the 31st August in 
"Athensmusic Studioworks").  
 

Second day of the recordings will be dedicated to Anamateur & the Pros' tribute to Fats Waller.  
 

In both occasions Anamateur's beloved friend and associate Eduardo Lala, a jazz trombonist and 
maestro from Lisbon, will participate — an interview of his is also predicted.  
 
Address: http://beton7artradio.gr/player_page/player2.html 



 

5 & 6 August of 2021, 21h30 
Monique & Anamateur INVITING LALA @ 
"Marmelada" Wine Bar & "Kafka" Coffee Library 
respectively 
 

Monika Kabasele and Georgios Anamateros reunite!  
And there is a very special and beloved friend from 
Lisbon: Eduardo Lála! A celebration not to be missed.  
 
"Marmelada" address: 18 Nik. Zoidi str., 69100, 
Komotini; tel: (+30) 2531100360.  
"Kafka" address: 41 Emporiou str., Alexandroupolis, 
68100; tel: (+30) 2551023050. 
 
  
  
 
 
 
 
 

22 & 23 October 2021, 21h30 
"Ἀνθελλάδα 2021" @ "Red Jasper Cabaret Theater" 
 

After the project's 25 March 2021 première in Beton7 
Art Radio (that made quite an impression) Anamateur 
will present the play for the first time in front of a 
theater audience. The politically well oriented "Red 
Jasper" fits like a glove and Anamateur's brave 
accomplices, meaning Aggeliki Panagiotopoulou, 
George Kostopoulos, Sera Bellos and Yiannis Kassetas, 
will continue being there. Let's hope that this time the 
thing will go to a next level and Anamateur will get sued 
by somebody (Bogdanos, Kerameos, Samaras — for 
instance)! 
 

Address: Kefallinias Str., 11361, Athens; tel: (+30) 210 
8822551.Entrance: 12 € (online pre-sail by viva.gr). 

 
  



 
11 November 2021, 11h00 
10th birthday of "Beton7 Art Radio" 
 

Beton7 celebrates its 10th birthday and Anamateur is honoured 
to be invited 'round 15h00 by the radio's co-owner and co-
founder Lucas Dimitrellos in a round table discussion together 
with director Vassilis Vafeas and other special guests.  
 

Address: http://beton7artradio.gr/player_page/player2.html 
 
 
 
20 November 2021 
Anamateur @ "Keep Jazzin'" @ ERT-OPEN 
 

Manthos Giourtzoglou, the most sensitive jazz interviewer of 
them all, invites Anamateur for the third time in his radio show 
"Keep jazzin'". The subject? "Ἀνθελλάδα 2021"... You better stay 
tuned for this one! 

 
Internet address: http://radio.ertopen.com/erasport 
 
27 November 2021, 21h30 
"Ἀνθελλάδα 2021" @ "Red Jasper Cabaret Theater" 
 

(See previous press release.) 
 
10 December 2021, 22h00 
Anamateur & Pros (feat. P. Morakis / G. Kostopoulos / V. Panagiotopoulos) @ "Quilombo" 
Cultural Center 
 

This is the first time that Anamateur will 
appear in front of the Quilombo 
audience. The repertoire will include 
songs from all of his musicals plus one or 
two Fats Waller tunes. (Dear Sasa Stamati 
come and join us with your goons: "The 
indignation of a road sign" will also be 
heard!) 
 

Address: 8 Servion str., 10441, Akadimia Platonos, Athens; tel: (+30) 210 5227961, (+30) 
6907530418, (+30) 6938736307. 
 



24 December 2021, 13h00 
Sera Bellos & Anamateur @ "Qahwa"  
 

Return of the legendary jazz duet! In winter holidays mood! 
 

Address: http://beton7artradio.gr/player_page/player2.html 
1 Botsaris str., Aigaleo, 122 41, Athens; tel.:  (+30) 210 5695933 
 
25 December 2021, 11h00 
"A certainty blossomed in the heart of the Enlightened Tyrant(-ess)" @ "Beton7 Art Radio" 
 

After the four 2019 "Booze" performances, a new one is 
finally envisaged for Anamateur's third jazz play — this 
time a Christmas internet radio one hosted by (who 
else?...) "Beton7 Art Radio". 
 

Recordings by Vassilis Avrantinis took place in "Beton7 
Art Radio" and "Athensmusic Studioworks", featuring 
not only Anamateur's usual Athens accomplices Priamos 
Morakis (g), Manos Loutas (cb), Sera Bellos (dr) and 
Thanos Daskalopoulos (tap), but also two of his 
favourite Lisbon accomplices, meaning Marta Hugon 
(voc) and Eduardo Lala (tb) (who have also starred in the 
play's prequel: "One doubt arose in the mind of a noble 
vigilante".  
 

Address: http://beton7artradio.gr/player_page/player2.html 
 
 


